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Odortool Biotrickling Filters provide the best odor control for most applications with flow 

rates from 200 to 200,000 CFM.  The system is designed to remove high H2S levels and 

difficult odors but is also cost effective enough to be used on the simpler applications.   

 

Our systems rely on a sound proven engineered design that has outperformed every 

other system on earth for many years.  We continue to improve this design to make the 

systems not only more reliable but a heck of a lot simpler.  Odortool  systems utilize an 

improved version of the permanent structured media that first revolutionized the 

industry and ships to the site in two pieces.  The media is  

pre-loaded and will never need to be removed.   
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Odortool systems are not only the most effective but also the simplest.  They are 

simple to install -  there is a water & control skid and one or more bioreactors.  That 

is it.  

 

☁ No prehumidification required 

☁ No loading of media  

☁ No recirculation of water  

☁ No pH or other chemicals 

☁ Permanent media  

 

Simple to install, simple to operate, inexpensive to own.  That is the way that 

biological systems should be designed.   
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Odortool systems are heavily engineered without being complicated.   We create the 

ideal environment for the bacteria and maximize the contact between contaminated 

air and the water layer that removes these compounds.  We design it so that this 

environment does not change.  The bacteria do the rest.   

 

Balance through better media  

Our innovative dual zone media creates repeatable paths for the air to travel 

maintaining an even air flow throughout the entire bed.   

 

One layer of media allows any excess water to simply fall down and forces the air 

past an evenly developed layer of water on the other layer.  This design  maximizes 

the solubilization of the target compounds into this water layer.   

 

Odortool media has 95% void volume allowing for a large biomass to live while not 

allowing the bacteria to block the air or the water from flowing.   

 

Balance through better design  

Our systems utilize a single water spray nozzle which creates a completely even 

distribution of water throughout the reactor.  This nozzle is protected by a strainer 

that is in the water panel and easily accessible.  This way the nozzle never clogs or 

fouls and all maintenance is performed standing on the ground.   

 

Through better design we can offer  

☁ Best odor control performance -Removes all odors not just H2S in ONE unit 

☁ Simplest design, simplest operation Very limited operator attention  

☁ Permanent media (10 years minimum)  

☁ Competitive capital costs 

☁ Most robust system. handles spikes and upsets  

☁ Lowest operational cost of any odor control system 

☁ Simple installation - just tilt into place and pipe it in  
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Lift Stations  

Sludge Drying & 

Handling  
Headworks 

Odor Control for 

the Whole Plant  


